Abstract. We derive a modified version of cubic convolution interpolation for the enlargement or reduction of digital images by arbitrary scaling factors. The proposed scaling scheme is used to resize various format pictures in the transcoding system, which transforms the bitstream compressed at a bit rate, such as the HD bitstream, into another bit rate stream, for example, the SD bitstream. The transcoding is performed in spatial domain. In many applications such as the transcoder, the resolution conversion is very important for changing the image size while the scaled image maintains high quality. The scaling process consists of two steps: fitting the original data with a continuous function, and resampling the function on a new sampling grid. We focus on the modification of the scaler kernel according to the relation between formats of the original and the resized image. In the modification, various formats defined in MPEG standards are considered. We show experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed interpolation method. The algorithm exhibits significant improvement in the minimization of information loss when compared with the conventional interpolation algorithms.
Introduction
Transcoding is an important technique for various video communications over heterogeneous networks whose bandwidths are different. In the video-on-demand server, when video is pre-encoded and stored, the characteristics of the channel are not considered. This fact results in a great lack of flexibility in transmission of these pre-encoded video streams through heterogeneous networks. An efficient way to overcome these problems is to use a transcoder that provides a match between a pre-encoded MPEG bitstream and the transmission channel. For example, the transcoder receives as an input a pre-coded MPEG-2 bitstream with a high bit rate and produces another bitstream with a lower bit rate, which meets new bandwidth constraints.
There are two approaches for transcoding, spatial domain and frequency ͑DCT͒ domain transcoding. In spatial domain processing, the stored bitstream is decompressed at first, the down scaling operation is performed in the pixel domain, and then the resulted data are recompressed at a target bit rate.
1-3 Shanableh and Ghanbari 1 described transcoder architecture that can speed up the processing time, in which spatial and temporal resolutions are changed. In a DCT domain transcoder, the schemes work directly in the DCT domain. 4 -7 In Ref. 4, Yim and Isnardi described an efficient method for DCT domain image resizing, where the scaling ratio is 2:1. In Ref. 6 , the author proposed a method for approximating linear operations on images in the compressed domain using multiplication-free schemes, where the system includes the down sampling module whose ratio is 2:1. As we can see from this research, the resolution conversion is extremely important in the transcoding system so that the transcoded image maintains high quality. While transcoders proposed in the literature resize the spatial resolution with the integer ratio, for example, 1/2 or 1/4, we would consider a transcoder system to change the resolution with an arbitrary ratio.
The resolution conversion module is called a scaler. Standard approaches of scaling fit the original discrete data with a continuous model, and resample this function on a new sampling grid. 8 Following the sampling theory, the original signal can be reconstructed perfectly from its samples by a convolution with the sinc function. But, since the sinc kernel decays too slowly at infinity, realizing the function physically is difficult. Thus, different approximations, such as the bilinear, 9 bicubic, 10 cubic splines, 11 and high order (Ͼ3) B-spline 8, 12 operators, have been proposed. To obtain better quality of the scaled image, Park and Schowengerdt 13 had adapted the parameters of the cubic convolutional interpolation 10 to the frequency content of the specific image to be processed, and Ramponi 14 proposed a space-variant technique by introducing the concept of the warped distance.
We design the transcoding system using the resolution conversion, where the cubic convolution scaler 10 is applied to resize the image with an arbitrary ratio. It has been known that the flexibility of the generic videocoding algorithm defined in the MPEG-2 standard supports various size image and formats. To deal the various formats of image, in this work a modified cubic convolution scaler is proposed by considering the relation between sampling positions of signal. The modification is performed to correct the phase of the interpolation kernel. The two ideas proposed in this work are as follows. At first, while the conventional transcoder systems 4, 6 change the image size into half or quarter size, we resize the image with an arbitrary ratio, for example, from 1920ϫ1080i into 704ϫ480i. The resizing techniques with an arbitrary ratio are more realistic than the conventional schemes. Speaking of the second idea, to support the various transcoding cases that are described later, the modification schemes of resampling positions are proposed for various cases, for example, from the progressive format picture into the progressive one, from the interlaced one into the interlaced one, from the interlaced one into the progressive one, and from the progressive one into the interlaced one.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the transcoding system and the various image formats used in the system. The scaling schemes required in the transcoder are explained in Sec. 3, where the background information about the interpolation technique is described. In Sec. 4, we propose a modified cubic convolution interpolation. Computer simulation results of the proposed algorithm are presented in Sec. 5. The brief conclusion is given in Sec. 6.
Transcoder System
For digital storage media and the transmission of an MPEG-2 bitstream over a band-limited channel, bit-rate reduction is an inevitable process for storage efficiency and transmission quality, respectively. 2, 3, 15, 16 Such a bit-rate reduction can be obtained by the transcoder whose block diagram is depicted in Fig. 1 . The transcoder reduces the bit rate by adjusting coding parameters, such as quantizer step size and spatiotemporal resolution as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that the module of the scaler is an up/down-sampler. An input video bitstream is decoded by a variable length decoder ͑VLD͒, and then the result is inverse quantized by an inverse quantizer ͑IQ͒. The dequantized data are transformed into the pixel domain by the inverse discrete cosine transform ͑IDCT͒, then the data are compensated by a motion compensater ͑MC͒. The reconstructed picture is scaled into a different size image via the scaler. The resized images are re-encoded into another bit stream with the different bitrate, where ME/MC, VLC, and Q represent motion estimation/motion compensation, variable length coder, and quantizer, respectively. The motion vector/mode data obtained from the decoder stage are reused at the encoder part. The reuse of the incoming motion vectors has been widely accepted in many transcoder architectures. 3 In this work, the motion vectors transferred from the decoder part are scaled according to the ratio of the reduction of spatial resolution. And then, the resized motion vector is refined over the narrow search range, for example, Ϯ2 pixels.
We have considered a system that can deal with various video streams including MPEG-2 MP@HL and SDTV at MP@ML. It supports the conversion among formats defined in MPEG standard. 17 The formats include 1920 ϫ1080i, 1280ϫ720p, 704ϫ480p, 704ϫ480i, and 640 ϫ480p. The available formats are shown in Fig. 2 , where i and p represent the interlaced and progressive formats, respectively. We note that the resolution of images is changed by a noninteger factor in the horizontal and vertical directions, thus the scaler should be designed to accomplish the noninteger rate change, while the conventional interlaced to progressive conversion ͑IPCs͒ resize the resolution of the image only in the vertical direction by double ratio (ϭ2) 18 -20 , and in the horizontal and vertical directions by an integer ratio. 21 The key technology we focused on is the scaler. We have focused on the design of the resolution scaler modified to support all available formats. Figures 3, 4 , and 5 show the processes that change from 1920ϫ1080i to 720 ϫ480i, 1920ϫ1080i to 1280ϫ720p, and from 1280 ϫ720p to 720ϫ480i, respectively. We note when the original image is interlaced, the splitter is used to produce an even field and an odd one. And, in the case where the reconstructed image is an interlaced one, the merger is applied to make a frame from two field pictures. In Fig. 4 , the scaling system changes the resolution from 1920ϫ1080i to 1280ϫ720p, where the image size is reduced in the horizontal direction, but the vertical resolution is enlarged. Thus, the up/down scaler should be applied separately to the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In Fig.  5 , two p frames are changed into an i frame, while an i frame is resized into two p frames in Fig. 4 .
Resolution Scaler
In this section, we investigate the design of the resolution scaler. The scaling procedure fits the original discrete data with a continuous function, and then resamples this function on a new sampling position. For equally spaced sampled data f (x k ), many interpolation functions can be written in the form
where f(x) is the corresponding interpolation function and ␤(x) is the interpolation kernel. And, x and x k represent continuous and discrete values, respectively. Among the interpolation functions that can be characterized in this manner are cubic splines and linear interpolating functions. In Eq. ͑1͒, x k is the interpolation nodes, and c k is parameters that depend on the sampled data f (x k ). The interpolation kernel ␤(x) converts discrete data f (x k ) into continuous functions f(x) by an operation similar to convolution. From the classical Shannon sampling theorem, if f (x) is bandlimited to (Ϫ,ϩ), then
where
i.e., in Eq. ͑1͒, c k and ␤(x) are replaced with f (x k ) and sinc(x), respectively. For numerical computations, the ideal interpolation formula in Eq. ͑2͒ is not practical due to the slow rate of decay of the interpolation kernel sinc(x). An attractive alternative is a reconstruction by polynomial spline interpolation.
The most practical approach is to estimate the value of each unknown pixel using a small set of its nearest neighbors. For example, in methods based on spline functions, the known data samples affect the value to be determined according to an inverse function of the distance.
Let f (x k ) be the available data, and f(x) be the value to be interpolated. We suppose that its nearest available neighbors are located at coordinates x k and x kϩ1 , and the spacing of the sampling grid be one for these data. We define the distance between x, x k , and x kϩ1 as follows.
where 0рsр1 and x k рxрx kϩ1 . A simple algorithm of many that can be used to obtain the interpolated pixel f(x) is Another method, more complicated but significantly more effective, is the bicubic one. 11 The problem with this approach is that the slope discontinuity at the ends of the waveform leads to amplitude ripples in a reconstructed function. This problem can be eliminated by generating a cubic convolution function, 10, 22, 23 which forces the slope of the ends of the interpolation to be a fixed value. The cubic convolution interpolation function can be expressed in the following general form:
Rifman 22 and Bernstein 23 have set ␣ϭϪ1, which causes ␤(x) to have the same slope, Ϫ1, at xϭ1 as the sinc(x) function. Keys 10 has proposed setting ␣ϭϪ 1/2, which provides an interpolation function that approximates the original unsampled image to as high a degree as possible in the sense of a power series expansion. Since ␤(x) in Eq. ͑7͒ is zero except in the interval (Ϫ2,2), substituting Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑7͒ into Eq. ͑1͒ gives
where x k рxрx kϩ1 , sϭxϪx k , and 0рsр1, and interpolation functions coincide with the sampled data at the interpolation nodes, i.e., f(x k )ϭ f (x k ). Moreover, they can be used for interpolating by any factor ͑an integer, rational, or irrational number͒. By applying ␣ϭϪ 1/2, which Keys 10 has set, Eq. ͑8͒ becomes
͑9͒
The factor ␣ in Eq. ͑7͒ can be used as a tuning parameter to obtain a best visual interpolation. 13 Park and Schowengerdt 13 had adapted the parameter ␣ of the interpolation algorithm to the frequency content of the specific image to be processed.
In the proposed system, we focus on the cubic convolution scaler of Eq. ͑9͒, since it outperforms a bilinear interpolator, and is simpler than a B spline. 10 In the next section, the modified version of Eq. ͑9͒ is proposed to resize the various format images. When x k рy n рx kϩ1 and sϭy n Ϫx k , Eq. ͑11͒ becomes f͑ y n ͒ϭ f͑x ͉͒ sϭy n Ϫx k , 0рnϽN, 0рkϽM . ͑12͒
Modified Cubic Convolution Scaler
Applying the scheme to multidimensional data, such as gray levels of an image, is straightforward. The scaling procedure described in Fig. 6 can be applied along each axis separately ͑first along the rows and then along the columns͒. In the following sections, the scaling schemes, which are modified according to the format of the processed images, are explained.
Scaling from a Progressive Image
When the scaler is used to resize a progressive image into a progressive one with different resolution, the procedure is depicted in Fig. 7 , where W, H, W , and H represent the width and height of the original image and the resized image, respectively. In the horizontal direction, the resampling is performed with scaling factor ␦ h ϭW /W as
where f h (x k ) and f h (y n ) are the given discrete data and the scaled one, in the horizontal direction of image, respectively. And y n is the resampling position.
On the other hand, in the vertical direction, the resizing is executed as
where f v (x k ), f v (y n ), and y n are the vertical direction data of the original and the resized image, and resamping position, respectively.
Scaling from an Interlaced Image
When the scaler is applied to the interlaced image, the operations of Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑15͒ are executed after the frame image f (x k ) is split to two fields, even f e (x k ) and odd field f o (x k ). In Fig. 8 ,
horizontal and vertical data of even and odd fields, respectively. In the horizontal direction, the resampling is executed on the field data as
After the fields are resized, the resulting fields have to be merged as in Fig. 8 . In the vertical direction, if we define the operations as
then the merged vertical data becomes 
Ϫ1 ͪͮ
i.e., the positions are not equally spaced. Thus, when the vertical data are scaled, the resampling position should be modified to compensate the irregularity. Fig. 7 The scaling procedure used for resizing from a progressive image to a progressive one.
where (n• 1/␦ v ϩd) is the shifted sampling grid.
In the view point of the vertical axis of the original frame picture, the sampling positions of Eqs. ͑22͒ 
͑24͒
Thus, in the vertical direction of the odd field, the sampling grids have to be corrected as much as d in Eq. ͑24͒. Note that the merged horizontal data are Fig. 8 The scaling procedure used for resizing from an interlaced image to an interlaced one.
Fig. 9
The scaling procedure used for resizing from an interlaced image to two progressive images.
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Scaling from an Interlaced Image to Two Progressive Images
When the scaler is used for resizing an interlaced frame into two progressive frames, the procedure is depicted in Fig. 9 , where the merging operation is not used. The scaling is applied to the even and odd fields as follows. 
Scaling from Two Progressive Images to an Interlaced One
The scaling system resizing two progressive frames into an interlaced frame does not require the splitter, as depicted in Fig. 10 . The operations used in this case are summarized in the following equations.
Fig. 10
The scaling procedure used for resizing two progressive images to an interlaced one. Table 1 The computational complexity required in the obtaining a sample f˜(y n ) with Eqs. (9), (11), (12), (22), and (23) . P is the product number, and A is the addition number.
Step Conventional scheme with Eqs. (9), (11), (12) Proposed scheme with Eqs. (9), (12), (22), (23) Calculation of y n in Eqs. (11) or (23) Pϭ1 Pϭ1, Aϭ1
Calculation of s in Eq. (12) Aϭ1 Aϭ1 Making the filter kernel in Eq. (9) Pϭ3, Aϭ2 Pϭ3, Aϭ2 FIR filtering in Eq. (9) Pϭ4, Aϭ3 Pϭ4, Aϭ3 Total Pϭ8, Aϭ6 Pϭ8, Aϭ7 
Computational Complexity
The computational burdens of the conventional and proposed scaler are in the decision of sampling position y n , represented in Eqs. ͑11͒ or ͑23͒, in the calculation of phase s of Eq. ͑12͒, in the construction of the filter kernel described in Eq. ͑9͒, and in FIR filtering with Eq. ͑9͒. To obtain a sample value f(y n ), in the step of calculation of y n , one product operation has to be conducted in the con- ventional scheme with Eq. ͑11͒. On the other hand, in the proposed scheme, one product and one addition are required to have y n of Eq. ͑23͒. Except for obtaining y n , the complexities of other steps, which include the calculation of s, making the filter kernel, and the conducting filtering, are same in the conventional and proposed schemes. The complexities are summarized in Table 1 . Assume that the size of the scaled image is W ϫH , then the total complexity for scaling for an image becomes
This means that the proposed scheme requires W ϫH more addition operations compared to the conventional approach.
Since the product operation ( P) consumes much longer CPU time than the additive operation (A), the increment of complexity is insignificant. Fig. 13 The PSNR comparison of the images resulting from the transcoding systems using the conventional and the proposed scaler, respectively. The test image is mobile and calendar, and the up/down scaler is a cubic convolution scaler.
Simulation Results
Computer simulations using real images were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The test images are: mobile and calendar, flower garden, and Susie. The first simulation is a quantitative test. To have an objective evaluation of the proposed scheme, we checked the quantity of the information loss resulted from the consecutive scaling procedures. To evaluate the information loss, various criteria including peak signal-to-noise ratio ͑PSNR͒, signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒, and mean squared error ͑MSE͒ can be considered. Among these, PSNR and MSE have been used in several conventional papers, 14, 24, 25 respectively. Thus, we choose the PSNR and MSE as criteria for the evaluation of information loss. The PSNR coincides with the criterion of other computer simulations, Figs. 13 through 16 in this work. The test images are low-pass filtered and decimated to the ͑0.5 times͒ reduced images by using the conventional and proposed schemes, respectively. Then, interpolations by a factor ␦ϭ2 in the row and column directions are used to return to the original size by those techniques. The PSNRs and MSEs are evaluated with respect to the original image in Table 2 , where the mobile and calendar, flower garden, and Susie sequences are used as test images. As shown in this table, the PSNRs of the image interpolated by the proposed scheme are higher than that of the conventionally enlarged image. And we show another test, where the test image is reduced to a 490ϫ350i image. Then, the scaling process is used to return to the original size. It is observed that the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional one in various cases. And, we can see that the PSNR trend of test for mobile and calendar repeats in the simulations for flower garden and Susie. This is due to the fact that the interpolation kernel of the proposed scheme is modified according to the relationship between formats of the scaled and original images, while the conventional scaler did not concern the relation information. The results imply that the proposed algorithm exhibits significant improvement in the minimization of information loss when compared with the conventional interpolation. From these results, it can be assured that the proposed scaler is very effective in the resizing of image resolution.
For another simulation to show a qualitative evaluation of the proposed method, the results of the conventional scheme and the proposed method for an enlargement test are compared in Figs. 11 and 12 , where the scaling ratio is 5.7, and the resulted images are progressive pictures. The figures represent the fence and nose region of the horse in the mobile-and-calendar image. Four consecutive pictures are merged into one image to compare the resulted images. As shown in these figures, we added some horizontal lines to emphasis the difference, while horizontal lines of the enlarged image resulting from the conventional scaler are discordant vertically, the proposed scheme makes an image into a resized image whose data is regular vertically.
To check the usefulness of the proposed scheme in the context of transcoding, the performance of the system depicted in Fig. 1 is evaluated. The video codec used in this simulation is MPEG-2 MP@ML. The original sequence is coded at R o (ϭ15M or 10M ) bits per second ͑bps͒, where the size of the picture is 704ϫ480i. The encoded bitstream is decoded, and then the image sequences are scaled to 480ϫ336i pictures. And, the resized images are transcoded into R T (ϭ10M bps or 5M bps). This simulation is one of the processes that change the i frame into another i frame, as described in Fig. 3 . To evaluate the image qualities in terms of PSNR, the scaling process is used to return to the original size image, 704ϫ480i. Figures 13 and 14 represent the simulation results for mobile and calendar and flower garden, respectively. Figures 13 and 14 show that the proposed scheme produces 0.7 and 0.8 dB better PSNR on average compared to the conventional approach, respectively.
To evaluate the performances of the transcoders whose scenarios are described in Figs. 4 and 5, we composite those scenarios ͑the interlaced pictures are transcoded into the progressive ones as in Fig. 4 , and then the progressive pictures are changed into the interlaced ones as in Fig. 5͒ into one. The original image sequence ͑mobile and calendar͒ is coded at the bit rate R 0 ϭ15M bps, where the size of the picture is 704ϫ480i. The encoded bitstream is transcoded into the 480ϫ360p bitstream, where R 1 ϭ10M bps. And then, the transcoded images (480 ϫ360p) are retranscoded into the 704ϫ480i pictures whose bit rate is R 2 ϭ5M bps. Figure 15 shows the perfor- mance of the composite transcoding system, which consists of both schemes in Figs. 4 and 5. The result indicates that the transcoder system using the proposed scheme produces 1.2 dB better PSNR on average compared to the conventional scheme.
To show that the proposed phase modification scheme can be applied to a B-spline filter, the performance of the transcoder using a B-spline filter has been represented in Fig. 16 . The B-spline filter is used as a spatial resolution scaler, while the other simulation conditions are maintained as in Fig. 13 . Simulation results indicate that the proposed approach generates the bitstream, whose qualities are higher than those of the conventional scheme. It means that the proposed scheme is useful in the transcoding system, which changes the spatial resolution as well as the bit rate of the image sequence. 16 The PSNR comparison of the images resulting from the transcoding systems using the conventional and proposed scalers, respectively. The test image is mobile and calendar, and the up/down scaler is a B spline.
Concluding Remarks
We propose a modified cubic convolution scaler to resize the various pictures defined in an MPEG standard. The proposed scheme can be used in the transcoder to increase the quality of the reconstructed image. It is observed that our technique can reduce the information loss resulting from the resizing process. The test results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional method. As we can see from the results, the proposed algorithms enable a reliable scaling technique with arbitrary scale factor.
